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Abstract: Virtual testing using simulation will play a significant role in future safety validation
procedures for automated driving systems, as it provides the needed scalability for executing a
scenario-based assessment approach. This article combines multiple essential aspects that are necessary for the virtual validation of such systems. First, a general framework that contains the vital
subsystems needed for virtual validation is introduced. Secondly, the interfaces between the subsystems are explored. Additionally, the concept of model fidelities is presented and extended towards
all relevant subsystems. For an automated lane-keeping system with two different definitions of an
operational design domain, all relevant subsystems are defined and integrated into an overall simulation framework. The resulting difference between both operational design domains is the occurrence
of lateral manoeuvres, leading to greater demands of the fidelity of the vehicle dynamics model.
The simulation results support the initial assumption that by extending the operation domain, the
requirements for all subsystems are subject to adaption. As an essential aspect of harmonising virtual
validation frameworks, the article identifies four separate layers and their corresponding parameters.
In particular, the tool-specific co-simulation capability layer is critical, as it enables model exchange
through consistently defined interfaces and reduces the integration effort. The introduction of this
layered architecture for virtual validation frameworks enables further cross-domain collaboration.
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1. Introduction
Based on information from the World Health Organization, the number of traffic
deaths occurring annually is rising steadily, reaching 1.35 million in 2016. However, the rate
of deaths relative to the global population, which is constantly growing, has stagnated in
recent years. Taking the increasing motorisation in large parts of the world into account
suggests that existing safety measures have proven their effectiveness [1]. The shift towards
advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS) taking over the responsibilities of the driver
has played a vital role in increasing safety for vehicle passengers and traffic participants,
especially for vulnerable road users such as pedestrians and cyclists [2].
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) introduced a taxonomy for automation
levels of ADAS and ADS. The six SAE levels define the degree of automation concerning
a vehicles’ driving task. SAE levels 0–2 are defined as partial automation, which means
systems (e.g., various ADAS available on the market) take over part of the dynamic driving
task (DDT) but the driver has to monitor the environment all the time and intervene if
necessary. The DDT incorporates all real-time operational and tactical functions required
for on-road vehicle operation. For SAE Levels 3+, an automated driving system (ADS),
which incorporates the necessary hard- and software, is introduced. In this article, this
is also referred to as automated driving (AD) function. The ADS should be capable of
performing the entire DDT over a sustainable time period. This includes monitoring
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the driving environment, which involves the detection of objects and particular events
(e.g., the braking of other detected traffic participants) and giving a response. This is
referred to as the object and event detection and response (OEDR) subtask of the DDT.
Essentially, this combines the task of monitoring the entire relevant driving environment
and detecting potential elements that the ADS needs to react to. In the case of a SAE Level
3 ADS, the human driver acts as a fallback. For the operation of ADS, the concept of the
operational design domain (ODD) is introduced. The ODD describes a set of conditions
under which the ADS can be activated and operate in [3–5]. Apart from the safety aspects,
ADS can also help to reduce emissions and congestion, increase the driving comfort of
vehicle passengers, and enable new business models [6].
In Figure 1, an overview of the relation between the concepts introduced in this chapter
is given. ADS are seen as potential solutions for reducing the amount of traffic deaths.
For the validation of such systems, a scenario-based safety assessment is a promising
approach. Such approaches are enabled using appropriate simulation frameworks. In the
following subsections (Sections 1.1 and 1.2), the safety assessment of ADS as well as
approaches for virtual testing are introduced.

Figure 1. Overview of the relation between the concepts introduced in Section 1.

1.1. Safety Assessment for ADS
Due to the open parameter space of the ODD (e.g., road traffic), an infinite number of
traffic situations can occur, which makes absolute proof for the safety of ADS impossible.
The RAND Cooperation states that an ADS would have to be driven hundreds of million
miles on public roads to demonstrate its safety reliability compared to human drivers [2].
In the case of a software update or functional extension of the ADS, this process would
have to be repeated, which is unfeasible from a time and cost perspective. Currently, this
is one of the major factors hindering the introduction of ADS in public roads. However,
various safety assessment approaches for ADS [7–9] have emerged. Most prominent is
the scenario-based approach, which uses the definition of a scenario that was originally
introduced by [10]. Essentially, a scenario is a sequence of actions and events triggered
by defined traffic participants. The scenario-based approach should reduce the otherwise
infinite test scope to a reasonable number of scenarios. It only considers scenarios of
interest that are defined and omits the parts with no significant actions. A six-layer concept
expands the scenario concept (see [11], originally introduced as a five-layer model [12]),
which classifies all relevant parameters to describe the necessary elements of a scenario in
different layers.
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Various research projects and initiatives concerning the safety validation of ADS were
initiated around the globe. In Japan [13,14] and in Europe [15–17], projects emerged with
a strong focus on scenario-based assessment approaches towards a safety validation of
ADS. In the US, there are various NHTSA reports [5,18] and other ongoing actions dealing
with the described topics [19]. Other initiatives include releasing national standards as
guidance for the safe development and rollout of automated vehicles [20,21]. Currently,
there is only one regulation from the United Nations (UN) that deals with ADS; this is a
uniform provision concerning the approval of automated lane-keeping systems (ALKS) [22].
The ALKS is defined as an ADS that can be activated if a set of conditions is met, including
highways and a maximum operational speed of 60 km/h. The regulation is intended for
passenger cars. An implementation of an ALKS will be used as an ADS for the simulation
study presented in this article.
Even if the number of concrete tests for the safety validation of ADS can be reduced
by introducing a scenario-based assessment, the execution of all these scenarios in the real
world is not feasible. Therefore, testing methods with a certain degree of virtualisation
using X-in-the-loop (XIL) are introduced into the validation procedures. This article focuses
on an entirely virtual test setup (virtual testing) as part of the safety validation of ADS,
which is referred to as virtual validation. This means that all aspects of the ADS software
stack are tested in a simulation environment [5].
1.2. Virtual Testing of ADS for Safety Assessment
Current literature suggests that virtual testing using simulation plays a dominant role
in future safety validation processes for ADS, as it provides scalability. However, major
challenges are associated with the increasing complexity of integrating all necessary subsystems into a complete simulation framework. Furthermore, such a virtual test environment
depends on the simulation’s scope and goals and the tested system. In general, a generic
ADS can be seen as concatenation of the four subsystems sensing, perception, planning and
control. Those four subsystems perceive the environment with respective sensors (sensing),
interpret it (perception), and output a perceived environment to the planning subsystem.
This perceived environment can consist of an object list (dynamic and static objects in the
environment) and other types of information (e.g., lane markings). Based on this, a certain
target actuation is defined by the control subsystem using a trajectory as an input [5]. Hence,
it is also possible to use a simulation to only test certain subsystems—e.g., the perception
based on pre-recorded sensor data. However, for a general safety assessment of ADS,
the complete chain of ADS subsystems must be in effect. Therefore, the real environment is
exchanged with a virtual one. As this serves as an input to the sensing subsystem, the virtual
environment needs to be able to represent the necessary elements affecting the respective
sensors. As a replacement for the actual sensor hardware, sensor models are introduced.
They simulate actual sensor behaviour based on the input from the environment simulation.
Sensor models either output raw data (e.g., point clouds) as an input for the perception
subsystem or object lists. In the case of the object list output, certain tasks of the perception
subsystem are already accomplished inside the respective sensor model. This could be the
case if specific sensors are modelled, where the real hardware also directly outputs object
lists instead of raw data streams. An overview of the current state of the art regarding
sensor models can be found in [23]. Finally, the simulation loop is closed by integrating the
vehicle dynamics; it then updates the position of the ego vehicle in the virtual environment.
This environment simulation is usually controlled by a scenario engine using scenario
descriptions as inputs.
Apart from the research gaps in sensor modelling described in [23], providing the
respective input to these sensor models is another primary task. Specific tools have
emerged that enable the creation of a virtual environment, often including the simulation
of accurate sensor models directly inside the environment. Additionally, these tools
need to provide ways to interpret scenario descriptions and execute respective test cases.
For external sensor models that are not directly part of the environment simulation, it is
essential that all required information from the virtual environment can be extracted as
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ground truth during the simulation runtime. Examples of such tools are Vires VTD [24],
aiSim [25], and IPG CarMaker [26]. An open-source solution that initially emerged as a
way to generate synthetic data for the training and testing of perception algorithms is
CARLA [27]. Currently, this is extended to provide means for use in safety assessment
procedures for ADS and is also used for the proposed simulation framework presented
in this article.
Since simulation models are generally simplified versions of real-world interactions,
certain errors are expected to be introduced into the overall simulation. Therefore, means
to deal with this uncertainty quantification and model verification and validation are of
utmost importance, especially if ADS-equipped vehicles’ safety is validated using virtual
testing [28]. In general, simulating the behaviour of automated vehicles, especially under
challenging operating conditions, is a task in which different models and tools from
different domains (e.g., vehicle dynamics and sensor modelling) need to be combined.
For this cross-domain challenge, a co-simulation approach is needed [5,29]. Such an
approach is presented in Section 3 of this article.
1.3. Scope of Work
This article deals with a validation approach for an ALKS using virtual testing. For the
ALKS, two different versions of potential ODD definitions are looked upon and the respective simulation frameworks are designed. This includes deriving the required model
fidelities for all relevant subsystems of the proposed virtual validation framework and their
implementation in an overall simulation architecture. The simulation results are compared
for both ODD versions and their respective frameworks. In the end, a multiple-layer
approach for a general framework for virtual validation is proposed. The layers themselves
are explained in detail, and potential future research areas are discussed.
Essentially, the two main contributions of this article are the following (also marked in
blue in Figure 1):
•
•

An ODD-driven virtual validation approach;
A virtual validation simulation framework.

A more detailed explanation of the concrete contributions of this article is given
in Section 6.
1.4. Structure of the Article
Section 2 introduces the approach for virtual validation regarding an ALKS in detail.
This also includes an overview of the general simulation framework for virtual validation,
including all relevant subsystems. Furthermore, both ODD versions for the ALKS are
explained. In Section 3, both frameworks for the standard and an extended ODD are
presented. Section 4 evaluates the results obtained for both ODD versions and frameworks.
Section 5 introduces the concept of the layered simulation framework as a consequence of
the two different ODDs that were analysed in Section 3. Furthermore, the interfaces are
discussed in detail, including relevant parameters. Section 6 provides a discussion of the
simulation results and the major contributions of this article. Additionally, future research
areas are presented. An overview of the different chapters of this article can be seen in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of the different chapters in this article.

2. Virtual Validation of an ALKS
Virtual validation is an essential part of every ADS safety validation procedure. This
chapter aims to explain the relevant definitions and implemented versions of an ALKS.
A general overview of the necessary simulation framework for the virtual validation of
these ADS and the required subsystems, including the appropriate interfaces, is given.
The concept of an ODD for ADS was first introduced by the SAE together with the
taxonomy on automation levels as a definition under which conditions an ADS has to take
over the DDT [3]. Although certain literature on defining the ODD for particular aspects
(e.g., best practices, definitions for specific studies) exists [30–33], currently there is only
one specification for an ODD taxonomy available [34]. The taxonomy uses the scenery (e.g.,
drivable area), the environmental conditions (e.g., weather), and the dynamic elements
(e.g., traffic) as the main categories. Furthermore, it is used as a basis for developing an
international standard regarding an ODD taxonomy [35]. The proposed ODD structures,
including categories and subcategories, can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. ODD categories and subcategories as defined in [34].

Most of the required information for the ODD definition of an ALKS can be directly
extracted from the respective UN regulation [22]. A graphical representation of this information can be seen in the green area in Figure 4. The ego vehicle, equipped with an ALKS,
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needs at least 46 m of forwarding detection range and a lateral detection range of one lane
to each side of the ego vehicle. In Figure 4, this is represented as a yellow area, with vehicles inside (green vehicles) and outside the sensing area (grey vehicles). Furthermore,
the ego vehicles’ velocity is restricted to a maximum of 60 km/h. Based on the respective
UN regulation definition, an ALKS can only be activated on roads where pedestrians
and cyclists are prohibited. A physical separation that divides the traffic moving in the
opposite direction must be present. Based on the ODD taxonomy defined in [34], certain
aspects of the ODD are not stated directly in the UN regulation. This mainly concerns the
weather conditions, as these are only indirectly covered by defining a minimum forward
detection range. Therefore, the allowed weather conditions depend on the sensor setup
of the ego vehicle and the respective capabilities of the implemented ALKS to deal with
such adverse conditions. For this article, a general description of an ALKS ODD is used
to derive the required simulation framework. Secondly, the ODD is extended to include
construction zone typical lane offsets, compared to the original lane guidance. This will
be further explained in Section 3. Various other potential ODD extensions are, however,
beyond the scope of this article. This includes external knowledge from communications
such as vehicle-to-X (V2X), the consideration of adverse weather conditions, and raising
the allowed speed limit for the ego vehicle (red area in Figure 4).

Figure 4. Overview of the required ODD for an ALKS, including potential extensions and out-ofscope elements.
© VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Evaluating a specific implementation of an ALKS is out of the scope of this article.
Nevertheless, it is mandatory to use such a function to showcase the dependence of the
virtual validation framework on the specified ODD of the ALKS function. Therefore, two
different options for an ALKS were implemented; see Table 1. The function acts as a
combination of lane-keeping and adaptive cruise control (ACC) for both options. The first
option, map-based ALKS, implements a lane-keeping functionality based on a pre-captured
map of the motorway. The considered motorway is the A2 near Graz (Austria), which was
digitalised as part of an official test route for the testing of highly automated driving [36].
The digital version of the motorway is available as ASAM OpenDRIVE® map [37].
The second option, the perception-based ALKS, adds a perception task to the function by performing lane-keeping based on lane marking information gathered during
runtime. Concretely, a sensor model that represents the behaviour and output of an
Intel Mobileye® [38] camera-based system is implemented. The perception-based ALKS,
therefore, needs to reconstruct relevant lane markings purely based on the sensor input.
These two options provide the needed flexibility during the development of the simulation
framework, especially for the ODD extension described in Section 3.
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Table 1. Implemented options of the utilised ALKS-based ADS.
ALKS Options

Details

Map-based ALKS
Perception-based ALKS

Lane-keeping based on a pre-captured map of the motorway
Lane-keeping based on lane marking information gathered during runtime

Using virtual testing as one of the main test methods for the safety validation of
ADS requires an adequate simulation framework that incorporates all relevant subsystems.
In general, there are already many different simulation frameworks, each of which usually
has a specific purpose. Therefore, combining the various aspects to a more complete
framework, including the interfaces, makes sense. This framework can be seen in Figure 5
and is an extension of the architecture provided in [39,40] for an automated shuttle use case.

Figure 5. Overview of the necessary subsystems for a virtual validation framework for ADS.
© VIRTUAL VEHICLE

The four main blocks, which are essential and represent the core of every architecture
for the virtual validation of ADS, are the ADS itself (AD function), the vehicle dynamics of
the ego vehicle, the virtual environment (representing the defined ODD), and the sensor
models. Sensor models use the ideal ground truth input from the virtual environment and
calculate the output based on the modelled behaviour of actual sensors. The output is either
data that have already been processed (e.g., object lists for detected traffic participants, lane
markings) or raw sensor data. An overview of the state of the art regarding sensor models
can be found in [23]. A detailed explanation of the exact interaction of sensor models with
the rest of a virtual validation framework can be found in [41]. A more detailed explanation
of those four blocks can be found in [39]. Generally, these four main blocks do not need
to be executed in a purely virtual manner. Certain combinations of real-world and virtual
elements lead to different X-in-the-loop testing architectures, such as vehicle-in-the-loop,
as presented in [42,43], or hybrid testing (see [44]). For the scope of this article, the focus is
purely on virtual testing.
For the evaluation of cooperative functions and for the generation of required test
scenarios, including a traffic simulation (as shown in [45–49]), a solution is possible. This
can either be an open-source solution (e.g., [50]) or a traffic block representing a proprietary
software, as seen in Figure 5. The last block that is active during runtime (all relevant black
blocks in Figure 5) is the scenario engine. This uses the scenario description provided as
part of the executed test case to control the virtual environment. This includes the traffic
participants (TP), the weather, and various other aspects of the environment. Depending
on the exact implementation of the virtual validation framework, the scenario engine is
either part of the virtual environment (e.g., [51]) or a separate library (e.g., [27]).
The greyed-out block represents the test case and is not active during runtime,
but rather provides the necessary input to other blocks before executing a simulation
run. For a test case, the scenario description (e.g., ASAM OpenSCENARIO® [52]) and
the respective road network (e.g., ASAM OpenDRIVE® ) need to be defined. Additional
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parameters, such as the coupling stepsize of the co-simulation, are also part of the test case
description. Another possible file format that is part of the test case definition could be
ASAM OpenCRG® [53]. This file format defines a detailed description of the road surface.
Therefore, it can be seen as an additional layer of fidelity for the general modelling of the
road, as a static part of the virtual environment.
Having defined the necessary subsystems for a virtual validation framework leads to
considering the respective interfaces, especially when bearing a concrete implementation
of such a framework in mind. An overview of the interfaces, their respective signals, and
applicable standards for the definition of the interface can be seen given in Table 2. It can
be seen that no applicable standard is available for the actuation signals (output of the AD
function and input for the ego vehicle dynamics) and the pose signals of certain traffic
participants in the simulation (including the ego vehicle). This also applies to environment
control, which contains various signals used to control relevant traffic participants and the
weather. However, for the road network and the scenario description, as already mentioned
in the explanation of Figure 5, the ASAM standards OpenDRIVE® and OpenSCENARIO®
can be applied. The relevant interfaces concerning the sensor models, input and output,
can be defined using the open simulation interface as presented in [54] and implemented
in [55]. This is currently being further developed as the ASAM OSI® standard [56]. This
interface was initially designed for the exchange between the environment simulation and
the sensor models. However, it is also possible to further extend the concept to include
various other interface definitions between relevant subsystems of a virtual validation
simulation framework.
Table 2. Interfaces of the virtual validation framework.
Interface

Signals

Applicable Standard

Actuation
Measurement
Ground truth
Vehicle pose
Road network
TP pose
Environment control
Scenario description

Throttle, brake, steering angle
Sensor measurement
Environment ground truth
Global pose of ego vehicle
Defined road network
Global pose of TP
Signals for TP & weather control
Scenario description

N/A
ASAM OSI®
ASAM OSI®
N/A
ASAM OpenDRIVE®
N/A
N/A
ASAM OpenSCENARIO®

Different model fidelities are possible for three of the four main blocks (excluding
the AD function, as this is the system that needs to be validated). The model fidelity is
categorised into low, medium, and high fidelity. The high-fidelity model gives the most
accurate representation of the respective subsystem but is usually associated with the
greatest computational effort. This categorisation mainly stems from the sensor model
domain (see [23]), but can also be mapped to the other subsystems. Table 3 lists examples
for each category and subsystem. In the case of the sensor model subsystem, low fidelity
refers to ideal models that generate an environment model (e.g., object lists for detected
traffic participants) based on ground truth data from the simulation environment, only
taking occlusion into account (e.g., [57]). A medium-fidelity implementation of sensor
models is usually referred to as a probabilistic model, as it adds statistical failure rates and
therefore modifies the object list entries (e.g., [58,59]). Physical sensor models have a high
model fidelity, as they are directly based on physical principles of the respective sensor type
(e.g., [60]). For the environment model, a low model fidelity is characterised by placing
objects and updating their respective pose. However, it could be sufficient only to represent
this in 2D. In the medium-fidelity case, the representation of objects is then extended
to 3D. An actual physics-based rendering engine (e.g., enabling ray tracing) is included
for the high-fidelity model. For the vehicle dynamics subsystem, the lowest possible
model fidelity is represented by a point mass model. For the next stage, the mediumfidelity single-track or double-track model (either including or excluding a dedicated tyre
model) fits into this category, as it is possible to display specific characteristics of the
cars’ driving behaviour. Multibody vehicle models (including tyre models) with many
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degrees of freedom are categorised as high fidelity. A recent comparison on the impact of
different fidelity for vehicle dynamics models is given in [61]. A more detailed taxonomy
for the standardisation of vehicle dynamics simulation models for passenger cars and their
requirements in specific driving manoeuvres, down to the component level, is currently
given in the ISO standard [62]. An overview of vehicle dynamics model fidelities is
presented in [5].
Table 3. Different model fidelities for the three relevant subsystems.
Model
Fidelity

Low

Medium

High

Sensor model

Object
list-based.
Based on ground truth
data from simulation
environment in the FOV
(e.g., [57,63])

Based on ideal models
adding
statistical
failure
rates,
modified object list entries
(e.g., [58,59])

Based on the physical principles of the
respective sensor type
(e.g., [60])

Environment
model

Able to place objects
and update their pose,
2D representation of the
scene

3D representation of objects,
no physics-rendering engine

Physics-based rendering
engine enabling ray tracing

Point mass model

Single track vehicle model,
double track vehicle model
(excluding or including a
dedicated tyre model)

Multibody vehicle model
(including a tyre model)

Vehicle dynamics model

Before the actual implementation of the simulation framework for the virtual validation of an ALKS, as presented in Section 3, the concrete requirements for each subsystem
are derived from the defined ODD. This includes the standard ODD (green area of Figure 4)
as well as the extension towards a lane offset (grey area of Figure 4). The requirements
for the four main subsystems, as presented in Figure 5, are displayed in Table 4. For the
AD function, the mentioned subcategories are based on [18]. The tactical and operational
manoeuvres and the relevant event and response pairs of the object and event detection
and response (OEDR) (which is a subtask of the DDT; see [3]) are crucial not only as
requirements for the function itself but also for the other subsystems. The possible manoeuvres of the function have a direct influence on the fidelity of the vehicle dynamics
model. In the case of the standard ODD, the implemented vehicle dynamics require a
dynamic model that takes the friction between the road and tires into account. For the
extended ODD, as more challenging lateral manoeuvres are possible, a model displaying
the car’s lateral behaviour is required. In contrast, the ability to detect and react to vehicles
in front leads to necessary capabilities for the sensor models. Based on the UN regulation
for ALKS presented in [22], very concrete requirements for the virtual environment are
derived. First, lane markings are required, as they define the feasible space for the ADS.
As a direct consequence, this means that roads, including respective lanes, need to be
included in the virtual environment. Secondly, as other traffic participants are part of the
ODD, they need to be represented virtually. Additionally, the roads included in the virtual
environment need to be georeferenced if they are derived directly from the real world
and not generated generically. This means the road sections that are part of the virtual
environment have the exact same longitudinal and lateral coordinates as their respective
real-world sections. Therefore, real-world measurements from this section can be directly
used in simulations—e.g., to perform cross-validation checks. Most importantly, the sensor
model subsystem needs to respect the potential occlusion of traffic participants (induced
either by other traffic participants or the static scenery) and needs to have a 3D field of
view (FOV) in which the respective traffic participants are detected. These requirements
are a direct consequence of the OEDR capabilities. They lead to specific traffic scenarios
(e.g., cut in or cut out) where both mentioned requirements are essential.
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Table 4. Requirements for the different subsystems of the virtual validation framework for the ALKS
with a standard and extended ODD.
Subsystem

Requirements

AD function

Tactical and operational maneuvers: maintain speed, car following, lane-keeping.
OEDR:
relevant
event/response
pairs
from
[18].
Minimum risk manoeuvre: based on [22].

Vehicle dynamics

Dynamic model taking the friction between the road and tires into account (standard
ODD).
Medium-/high-fidelity model used to display the correct lateral behaviour
of the car (extended ODD).

Environment (virtual)

Lane
markings
(therefore
also
road,
lanes,
lane
width,
road
curvature,
elevation,
lateral
profile).
Other
traffic
participants
(cars,
trucks,
motorcycles)
GPS -> Georeference (based on the needed environment information for ADS).

Sensor models

Occlusion behavior, 3D-FOV (based on the necessary traffic scenarios).

3. Virtual Validation of an ALKS with Varying ODD
After introducing the model fidelity concept and the virtual validation framework,
including the relevant subsystems, the concrete implementation of such a framework for
the ALKS under consideration is presented in this chapter. The reduced framework can be
seen in Figure 6 and contains the vehicle dynamics (of the ego vehicle), the environment
simulation (containing the virtual environment and the scenario engine), the sensor models,
and the AD function (implementend as ALKS based on Table 1). Figure 7 shows the
mapping of the different model fidelities to the respective subsystems. In the first step,
the chosen models and tools for the two different ODDs are elaborated. In the second step,
the framework for the extended ODD is explained in a more detailed manner. The simulated
scenarios and the individual results are then presented in Section 4.

Actuation

Vehicle
Model

Sensor
Models

Vehicle pose

Measurement

AD
Function
(ALKS)

Environment
Simulation
(incl. Scenario
Engine)

Ground truth

Figure 6. Reduced virtual validation framework for the ALKS with the respective ODDs.

3.1. Virtual Validation Framework for the ALKS with a Standard ODD
In the following subchapters, each implemented subsystem is briefly explained. Further details on the implementation are provided in Section 3.2.
3.1.1. AD Function
The implemented AD function fulfils all the necessary requirements defined in Table 4.
It is purely implemented in Python and has a modular structure that incorporates all

1
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relevant blocks necessary for the ALKS function, enabling the rapid prototyping and development of AD functions, with a strong focus on the subtasks of path planning and control.
Furthermore, it can be used to benchmark various algorithms in the planning and control
domain, making use of generic interfaces between the mentioned elements [64]. Concretely,
this AD development framework generally consists of the actual AD function and a respective simulation plant. The AD function, as mentioned, has a block-based structure
consisting of the most important subtask of such a function (this includes perception, state
estimation, decision making, trajectory planning, and tracking). The simulation plant is
essentially a low-fidelity Python-based implementation of the necessary blocks (vehicle
dynamics, virtual environment, and sensor models) in order to gain a corresponding closedloop architecture for efficient development. Only the AD function without the simulation
plant was used for the virtual validation framework discussed in this article. Both ALKS
options, as presented in Table 1, were implemented; however, for the final simulations, only
the perception-based ALKS was used. This function uses the environment information from
the sensor models (traffic participants and lane markings) to calculate the longitudinal and
lateral actuation of the ego vehicle. The implementation of the AD function corresponds
to the medium-fidelity category, as not all elements stated in [22] (e.g., the minimum risk
manoeuvre) are considered.
3.1.2. Sensor Models
For the sensor models necessary for object detection, a low-fidelity implementation
was used that is based on [63]. The implementation was carried out in Python. Only
the calculation of the occlusion between traffic participants and other parts of the virtual
environment was developed in C++, as this is associated with a high computational effort.
This sensor model takes a ground truth object list as an input and outputs the respective
detected objects inside the 3D-FOV. The FOV can be adjusted for its range and opening
angle (in two dimensions). For the lane markings, an Intel Mobileye®-like sensor was
implemented, as briefly explained for the perception-based ALKS version in Section 2.
For that, points along the lane markings of the dedicated lane in the virtual environment
are extracted during runtime and provided as input to the sensor model. Using this input,
the model calculates the coefficients and domains of cubic polynomials, modelling the
left and right borders. for the left and right borders. The perception block of the AD
function uses this information to reconstruct the drivable area for the vehicle in consecutive
time steps.
3.1.3. Virtual Environment
For the virtual environment, the baseline was the ASAM OpenDRIVE® map from the
A2 motorway near Graz, Austria (see [36]). The map was imported into the tool RoadRunner
from Mathworks® ; see Figure 8. The tool provides an interactive editor and the ability
to design 3D scenes for ADS testing. Most importantly, it enables the generation of a 3D
environment using an ASAM OpenDRIVE® map as a basis. The RoadRunner tool has an
exporting option specifically for the open urban driving simulator CARLA [27], which
was utilised, as CARLA was the tool of choice for the virtual environment. Furthermore,
the Python-based library scenario_runner [65] was used as well, as this is the implementation
of a scenario engine capable of interpreting ASAM OpenSCENARIO® files and executing
the respective scenario directly in CARLA. The library was slightly adapted to enable the
correct interpretation and execution of the scenarios described in Section 4. The exported
3D model of the virtual environment based on the provided ASAM OpenDRIVE® map was
then imported using CARLA’s pipeline to generate virtual environments. Thereby, both
the 3D model and the ASAM OpenDRIVE® are needed to create a usable CARLA map,
as the navigation of traffic agents in CARLA (and various other pieces of information such
as the road and lane identifiers) are directly extracted from the underlying road network
description. Generally, this virtual environment is much more detailed than would have
been necessary based on the requirements of the ALKS (compare the required model fidelity
in Figure 7), since the implemented sensor models are all operating on an object list level.
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However, this can be seen as an intermediate step. Once medium- or high-fidelity sensor
models are introduced into the framework, more detailed information from the virtual
environment during runtime is necessary.

Figure 7. Visual representation of the required model fidelities for the different subsystems of the
virtual validation framework.

© GoogleMaps

Figure 8. Comparison between the real (left) and virtual (right) environment on a motorway section
near Graz, Austria.

3.1.4. Vehicle Dynamics
For the ALKS with the standard ODD, the requirements of the vehicle dynamics are
manageable. The manoeuvres of the ego vehicle are mostly focussed on the longitudinal
motion (e.g., braking) with some lateral motion due to the lane-keeping, since rapid
steering movements because of narrow curves or other influences from the ODD are
excluded. Therefore, the implemented vehicle dynamics model is a single-track model
with a dedicated tyre model, which is part of the simulation plant of the AD function
development framework mentioned in Section 3.1.1. This is purely implemented in Python
and uses many of the parameters from [66].

25.11.2020 / Stettinger

Research Networking Day 2020

© VIRTUAL VEHICLE

3.2. Virtual Validation Framework for the ALKS with an Extended ODD
Here, the virtual validation framework to simulate the ALKS with the extended ODD
is discussed. Compared to the standard ODD, lane offsets are included, which leads to
additional requirements for the model fidelity of the subsystems.
3.2.1. AD Function & Sensor Models
The AD function is the same for the framework with the extended ODD. This assumption is coherent, as the ALKS has no added functionality per se, as it is technically
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still a combination of lane-keeping and ACC. However, the lane-keeping task is certainly
more demanding for the added construction zone situation. Once again, the implemented
sensor models are equivalent because there are no added requirements for the sensor model
subsystem from the ODD extension.
3.2.2. Virtual Environment
The virtual environment is alternated compared to the one used for the ALKS with the
standard ODD, which directly reflects a real-world motorway section. For the extension
of the ODD, the virtual environment was adapted using the Mathworks® -RoadRunner
tool. The tool enables introducing a lane offset, similar to a typical situation presented
by construction work on highways, which influenced not only the 3D model but also the
underlying road network (ASAM OpenDRIVE® ). The altered virtual environment can be
seen in Figure 9. As this requires the adaption of the original ASAM OpenDRIVE® , ideally
using a relevant tool, the needed virtual environment for this extended ODD is classified
as being medium-fidelity.

Figure 9. Altered virtual environment, which includes a construction zone typical lane offset.

3.2.3. Vehicle Dynamics
Considering that the ego vehicle has to go through much more lateral motion for the
extended ODD considering the already described lane offsets, only a high-fidelity vehicle
dynamics model can fulfil these requirements. Therefore, the software IPG CarMaker,
which provides realistic behaviour to the limits of vehicle dynamics, was implemented
in the framework for the extended ALKS ODD. It has an efficient implementation of a
multibody system, which is non-linear and real-time capable [26]. Furthermore, it gives
access to various pre-defined models for passenger vehicles, suitable for simulation studies
as conducted for this article. Additionally, it is possible to import ASAM OpenDRIVE®
maps for the road layout. This is an essential requirement, as it allows for the same road
layout in both the vehicle dynamics tool and the virtual environment.
3.2.4. Implementation Details
For the concrete implementation, the case of the extended ODD for the ALKS is
explained in detail. All the discussed aspects are also valid for the framework with the standard ODD, as the only difference between both setups is the vehicle dynamics model used.
For the virtual environment, which in principle also differs between the two framework
versions, nothing changes from the perspective of the interfaces or the actual integration in
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the framework itself. In general, coupling all the previously discussed main subsystems
into an overall framework to simulate them is called co-simulation. This is understood
as the distributed modelling and simulation of multiple subsystems, which form a more
extensive, coupled system [5]. Each subsystem is thereby defined as a dynamic system.
Such a system is characterised by an internal state (state variables) and a notion of how
this state evolves. It is furthermore possible to have dynamic systems that only have
discrete states (e.g., traffic lights) [29]. Approaching the implementation of the simulation
framework following co-simulation methods leads to multiple exploitable advantages. One
concrete example would be the possibility for the reliable distribution of one or numerous
subsystems to other locations and computers (remote setup). Ultimately, this leads to the
necessary deterministic behaviour of the simulation framework. This characteristic is essential, as it enables the generation of reliable test results using virtual testing. The software
AVL Model.CONNECTTM was used for the co-simulation setup [67]. Internally, it uses
model-based coupling approaches to enable an efficient co-simulation with discrete time
steps of the various dynamic systems with minimum induced coupling errors [68,69]. Using
the independent co-simulation platform (ICOS), it is possible to integrate the AD function,
the sensor models, and CARLA (combining the virtual environment and the scenario
engine in one block) with the respective Python API [70]. With AVL Model.CONNECTTM it
becomes possible to integrate various domain-specific tools into a co-simulation setup. This
is exploited in the integration of the vehicle dynamics tool IPG CarMaker. The structure
of the complete co-simulation setup for the ALKS with extended ODD can be seen in
Figure 10. The function block before the IPG CarMaker block distinguishes between the
various internal CarMaker states regarding the driving mode of the ego vehicle (e.g., initial
calculation or drive mode). Therefore, a direct feedback loop from the IPG CarMaker block
to the function block was introduced. This feedback loop enables to efficiently operate the
complete framework and even interchange the vehicle dynamics block with the already
explained Python-based approach introduced in Section 3.1 as the interfaces for the input
(the actuation) and the output (the vehicle states) are the same. The interfaces between the
other subsystems are implemented as already explained for the general structure shown
in Figure 5. The scenario engine from CARLA was extended to allow it to interact and
exchange information during runtime directly. Another relevant aspect is the subsystem
scheduling, which defines the order of each timestep calculation between the different
subsystems of the co-simulation setup. In this case, a sequential order, starting with the
vehicle dynamics, is chosen. This scheduling also leads to minimised coupling errors
between the subsystems, as only the input of the first subsystem needs to be extrapolated.
The chosen parameters for the co-simulation are presented in Section 4.
Another perspective of the co-simulation setup, where the sequences between the
different subsystems during runtime are displayed, can be seen in Figure 11.
The co-simulation instance from AVL Model.CONNECTTM acts as the simulation
master generating a co-simulation test case. That instance sends the scenario description
to the vehicle dynamics subsystem and to the environment simulation. In both cases, it is
necessary to know the initial values of the ego vehicle (e.g., starting position and velocity)
that are stated in the scenario. The other information in the scenario (e.g., trajectories
of other traffic participants) is vital for the environment simulation. The environment
simulation then creates the scenario engine process based on the given scenario description.
Furthermore, the configuration of the ground truth extraction is defined. This includes
details of the lane marking extraction and if the extraction mechanism should consist of
static objects. The sensor setup specified in the test case is used for the sensor model
instance, which includes the concrete sensor specification (e.g., FOV and range). The AD
function is instantiated with the information on the ego vehicle’s target velocity and end
location. This is also defined in the test case with respect to the defined ODD. For all
subsystems, the calculation step size of each subsystem is defined and used for generating
the respective instances.
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Figure 10. Overview of the implemented co-simulation architecture using AVL Model.CONNECTTM .
Co-Sim
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Figure 11. Sequence diagram of the implemented co-simulation framework for the virtual validation
of ADS.

After the initialisation phase, the simulation of the concrete test case is started
(run_simulation). As long as the scenario is active (which is checked constantly by the
co-simulation test case instance based on the information from the scenario engine), the calculation sequence starts with the determination of the ego vehicle states in the vehicle
dynamics module. This information is transferred to the environment simulation using
the scenario engine as an intermediate subsystem. It controls all traffic participants in
the virtual environment based on the scenario description. The ground truth from the
environment simulation is then extracted by the scenario engine and used as input for the
sensor models. Next, the output of the sensor models (measurement) is used as input to the
AD function, which calculates the actuation, which is the input for the vehicle dynamics
model. After that, another calculation loop starts, as long the scenario is evaluated as
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active (by the scenario engine based on pre-defined stopping criteria either in the scenario
description or the test case). The scenario engine resets the whole environment simulation
once the scenario, and therefore the loop, is finished. Another test case can be simulated
right after without having to restart the entire simulation. As the last step, the results from
the test case are gathered and stored respectively.
In addition to the sequence diagram presented in Figure 11, a short pseudo-code
for the simulation of one test case is provided in the Algorithm 1. At first, all required
subsystems are initialised using the provided information from the respective test case
description. Secondly, these subsystems are calculated stepwise for as long as the scenario
is active, which means no trigger to end the scenario (e.g., simulation time reaches the set
value) is activated. In the end, the environment simulation is reset for the next test case to
be simulated. All the required information for evaluating the simulation run is stored in
separate log files for each subsystem.
Algorithm 1: Simulation of a test case with the proposed co-simulation framework.
Result: Log files from all relevant subsystems
initialise vehicle dynamics with scenario description from test case;
initialise environment simulation with scenario description from test case;
initialise sensor models with sensor setup from test case;
initialise ad function with target velocity and initial location from test case;
while Scenario is active do
calculate vehicle dynamics with actuation from ad function;
update ego vehicle state in environment simulation;
calculate sensor models with ground truth from environment simulation;
calculate actuation of ad function with sensor model output;
end
reset environment simulation;
4. Simulation Framework Comparison for the ALKS with Varying ODD
In this section, the results of the simulated scenario for both ODD versions (standard
and extended) are presented. An overview of both simulation frameworks, for the standard
and the extended ODD, is given in Table 5. For the extended ODD, the virtual environment
of the environment simulation is adapted and the vehicle dynamics of the ego vehicle are
calculated using IPG CarMaker.
Table 5. Overview of the concrete subsystems for both simulation frameworks (for the standard and
the extended ODD).
Subsystem

Standard ODD

Extended ODD

AD function:

ALKS

ALKS

Sensor models:

Low-fidelity object sensor and lane
marking sensor

Low-fidelity object sensor and lane
marking sensor

Environment simulation:

A2 motorway as virtual environment

Modified A2 motorway with added
contruction zone

Vehicle dynamics:

Python-based single track model

IPG CarMaker

Table 6 shows the complete test case description, including all relevant parameters,
that were chosen for the simulations. The co-simulation is parametrised with the calculation
step sizes of all subsystems and the coupling step size in between models. Furthermore,
zero-order hold (ZOH) is chosen as a simple coupling algorithm for extrapolating the
input from the last to the first subsystem (in terms of execution order). The execution
order of the subsystems is displayed in Figure 10 as numbers in the top left corner of
the respective model blocks. The sequence starts with the vehicle dynamics subsystems
and then calculates sequentially in clockwise order. For the sensor model subsystem, all
relevant parameters of the two implemented sensors are stated, including orientation,
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range and FOV. The vehicle dynamics are defined stating the used software (and version).
Additionally, the used vehicle configuration, which is part of the standard software package,
is displayed. In the Python-based vehicle dynamics, the equivalent configurations of all
applicable parameters are chosen. Furthermore, the target velocity is defined as an AD
function parameter for both ODD cases.
Table 6. Parameters for the two virtual validation frameworks for the ALKS.
Subsystem

Parameter

Value

Unit

Co-simulation:
Test case

Coupling step size
Coupling algorithm
Vehicle dynamics step size
Environment model step size
Sensor model step size
AD function step size
Execution order
Scenario description

0.02
ZOH
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
Sequential
adapted from [71]

s
s
s
s
s
-

Sensor models

Number of sensors

2

#

Type of sensor:
Low-fidelity
object sensor

Sensor orientation
Sensor range
Sensor vertical FOV
Sensor horizontal FOV

front-facing
55
25
60

m
deg
deg

Type of sensor:
Lane marking
sensor

Sensor orientation
Sensor range
Sensor horizontal FOV

front-facing
30
78

m
deg

Vehicle
dynamics

Software
Version
Vehicle specification
(standard vehicle)

IPG CarMaker
8

-

Tesla Model S

-

16

m/s

19

m/s

AD function:
ALKS
parameter

Target velocity
(standard ODD)
Target velocity
(extended ODD)

For the ALKS with the standard ODD, a typical motorway scenario, adapted from [71],
was chosen. An overview of the scenario is shown in Figure 12. The ego vehicle is driving
behind two other traffic participants when one of those vehicles makes a lane change to the
left. The occluded vehicle appears from the perspective of the ego vehicle, which requires a
respective reaction. The ego vehicle should reduce its speed so that a collision, or even an
undercutting of a critical distance between the two vehicles, is avoided. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 13. It contains the results of the framework originally designed
for the standard ODD (with the single-track vehicle dynamics model) displayed as a
dashed grey line in Figure 13, while the extended framework is represented as a solid black
line. The vehicle dynamics are operating under the defined conditions. Therefore, a high
correspondence between the results of both frameworks can be observed. This similarity
applies to the lateral error (distance between the vehicles’ position and the virtual centerline
of the lane) and the steering actuation. These signals can be observed in the first and second
subplot of Figure 13, respectively. Only for the ego vehicles’ velocity can a small difference
between both signals over an extended time during the scenario be observed. This can be
seen in the third subplot of Figure 13 and is due to the implemented longitudinal controller
used in the AD function.
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Figure 12. Overview of the original motorway scenario for the standard ODD of the ALKS (adapted
cut-in scenario from [71]).
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Figure 13. Comparison of the lateral error, the steering angle and the velocity of the ego vehicle for
the two different simulation architectures in the original motorway scenario (standard ODD).

For the extended ODD, the chosen scenario can be seen in Figure 14. The ego vehicle,
which has implemented the ALKS as an AD function, should follow its lane in this simple
setup. It is forced to perform a quasi lane change, since the lane is offset because the
motorway has fewer available lanes. The yellow lane markings characterise this area.
Once again, not only the dedicated framework for this extended ODD, as explained in
Section 3.2, is simulated but also the other one, to evaluate the differences in the results.
Figure 15 shows the results in the lateral error, the steering actuation and the ego vehicles’
velocity for both frameworks in the three respective subplots. The ego vehicles’ AD function
adapts the velocity during the lane offset based on the input from the lane marking sensor.
The resulting difference in velocity between both framework simulations is similar to the
original motorway scenario for the standard ODD and has the same reasoning. However,
a much bigger divergence can be seen in the steering actuation. Being a closed-loop
simulation, this means that the internal lateral controller has to output a much higher
actuation to keep the lateral error as small as possible. This can be observed in the first
subplot of Figure 15, where the difference in lateral error is at most 10 cm. If the AD function
did not adapt its velocity based on the input from the lane marking sensor, the resulting
lateral error difference between both frameworks would be much greater. That is because
the Python-based single-track model of the framework for the standard ODD cannot
accurately represent such demanding lateral manoeuvres.
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Figure 14. Overview of the construction scenario due to the ODD extension.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the lateral error, the steering angle and the velocity of the ego vehicle for
the two different simulation architectures in the construction scenario (extended ODD).

The visualisation of both scenarios, for the standard and the extended ODD, can be
seen in Figure 16a,b, respectively. The FOV of both implemented sensors (the object and
the lane marking sensor) and the lane markings and objects (ground truth and detected)
from the environment simulation are displayed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Visualisation of both ALKS simulation setups from the sensor model point of view.
(a) Cut-out scenario (ALKS with standard ODD). (b) Construction scenario (ALKS with extended
ODD).
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The simulations show that in the case of the standard ODD, the results of both
framework versions (with medium- or high-fidelity vehicle dynamics) are similar. Hence,
the framework with the medium-fidelity vehicle dynamics, as initially planned for the
ALKS with the standard ODD, is suitable. In the case of the scenario for the extended
ODD, the behaviour of the two simulated frameworks is quite different, especially for the
steering actuation. This indicates a difference in behaviour between both models, whose
effect is only minimised due to the closed-loop architecture of the implemented virtual
validation framework. Therefore, this leads us to the conclusion that the medium-fidelity
vehicle dynamics model is not suitable for the extended ODD, which supports our original
assumption during the design phase of both framework versions. Further extending the
ODD for more demanding weather conditions (e.g., rain) would further amplify the need
for high-fidelity vehicle dynamics. However, the environment simulation and, therefore,
the sensor model subsystem would also be affected by such an extension.
5. General Simulation Framework for Virtual Validation
Comparing both frameworks, the intended framework for the standard and the extended ODD show that only one subsystem (the vehicle dynamics) is different. Combining
the Table 6 with the structure given by the general virtual validation framework (see
Figure 5) leads to the conclusion that such a framework naturally has multiple layers,
which are all necessary and need to be parameterised correctly. These layers are depicted in
Figure 17. At the very bottom is the co-simulation layer (red layer in Figure 17). This is also
the layer that is the most agnostic to the exact use case or even domain. However, choosing
the right execution order, coupling step size, and ideal coupling algorithm is still critical
in order to reduce coupling errors. On top of this, a tool-specific co-simulation capability
comes into play (green layer in Figure 17). Compared to the basic co-simulation layer, this
layer is particular for the domain of virtual validation for the ADS and should define the
exact signals exchanged between subsystems. This layer should be an implementation
of the interfaces from the general virtual validation framework given in Table 2. For the
remaining two layers, the concrete subsystems are examined. In the third layer (blue
layer in Figure 17), concrete simulation tools are considered. Based on the overview of the
co-simulation structure provided in Figure 10, this layer can either be an actual tool (in
terms of software—e.g., IPG CarMaker) or an API providing the interface for the last layer.
The final layer (grey layer in Figure 17) describes the actual simulation models. This could
be a vehicle dynamics model of a concrete passenger car (potentially including various
simulation models of sub-modules, such as a steering model) or any other type of model
included in the simulation framework and operating during the simulation runtime. Table 7
combines all the necessary parameters of the identified layers in an overview. The most
important aspects of each layer are all listed.
Table 7. Different framework layers and their respective parameters and formats.
Framework layer

Parameters

Formats

Description

Unit

Co-simulation

Coupling step size

Co-simulation setting specification format (e.g., XML)

Step size between simulation tools/models

s

x

Simulation tool/model step size

x

x

Execution order

x

x

Extrapolation method

x

Tool-specific
cosimulation capability

Physical interface

ASAM OSI®

Time between calculation step of individual
tool/model
Order in which the individual models are calculated
Used method for extrapolation (e.g., ZOH)
Defines the exchanged signals between tools/models

s
#
-
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Table 7. Cont.
Framework layer
Simulation tools
x
x
Simulation models

Parameters

Formats

Description

Unit

Parameters for first 5 layers of the
6 layer model [11]
Parameters describing the road
network
Parameters describing the road
surface

ASAM
OpenSCENARIO®
ASAM
OpenDRIVE®

Scenario description

-

Road network description

-

ASAM OpenCRG®

Road surface description

-

Model specific parametrisation

Various

Necessary parameters to define the respective
models

-

Co-simulation
Tool-specific
co-simulation
capability
Simulation
tools
Simulation
models
Figure 17. Overview of a proposal for the conceptual enhancement of simulation framework architectures for virtual validation.
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6. Discussion and Outlook
This article combines multiple essential aspects necessary for the virtual validation
of ADS. On the one hand, a general framework that contains the vital subsystems needed
for virtual validation is introduced. Furthermore, the interfaces between the subsystems
are defined, partially relying on the ASAM OSI® standard. Additionally, the concept of
model fidelities is presented and extended towards all relevant subsystems. Previously,
model fidelity was only discussed regarding the sensor models and in the vehicle dynamics
model domain; however, this was in a different context. Moreover, the ODD defined
from the respective ADS is linked to the required model fidelities of the subsystems.
On the other hand, the structure of a virtual validation framework was analysed in detail.
An essential aspect for the harmonisation of such virtual validation frameworks is the
identification of the framework layers (see Figure 17), including the respective parameters.
In particular, the second layer, the tool-specific co-simulation capability, is essential, as it
enables two critical aspects of virtual validation frameworks. First, the simulation tool
configuration and simulation model exchange are enabled through consistently defined
interfaces. This directly leads to the second aspect, which is the reduction in integration
effort. Furthermore, this allows other aspects to function, such as the execution of complete
subsystems remotely in a distributed co-simulation setup, which is often preferred when
considering the intellectual property in specific models. Using a dedicated co-simulation
approach also provides the possibility for further optimisation in the case of many potential
test runs, as the calculation sequence can be changed towards a parallel approach to
reduce the overall calculation time. For the sensor model and the environment simulation
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subsystem, ASAM OSI® provides the detailed interface definition needed. However, for a
typical scenario engine (e.g., the scenario_runner module used for both frameworks in this
article), the interfaces are not defined consistently, which makes integration into the overall
framework costly in terms of time. Therefore, this is a potential area for the extension of
ASAM OSI® or the development of new standards. An extensive summary of the major
contributions this article provides to the topic of ADS safety validation is provided in
Figure 18.
ODD-driven virtual validation approach
• Introduction of an ODD-driven virtual validation approach that
considers the ODD as an essential part and starting point of the
virtual validation.
• Essentially, a concrete approach for gathering the necessary requirements for the subsystem models of a virtual validation framework considering a specific ODD is presented, using the example
of two different ODDs (standard and extended ODD).
• Definition of ODD-driven subsystem requirements, which lead to
the concrete development targets of subsystem models for given
ODD descriptions, including potential adaptions of the necessary
interfaces.
Virtual validation simulation framework
• Generalisation of a virtual validation framework based on two different examples (using two different ODD descriptions and investigating the influences on the overall framework).
• Identification of four framework layers necessary for every virtual
validation framework, including the respective parameters.
• Extension of the model fidelity concept towards all relevant subsystems in order to gain a tangible categorisation of the necessary
subsystem models (also driven by the ODD description).
• By providing a general simulation framework, the usage of scenariobased safety assessment approaches for ADS validation is enabled.
• Enable the further optimisation of the calculation time by enhancing the co-simulation concept through integrating all necessary subsystems.

Figure 18. Main contributions of this article to the virtual validation of ADS.

Direcetions for further research include possible methods and processes that could
be used to efficiently derive the required model fidelity of virtual validation subsystems.
Combining a structured definition of such a framework with a consistently defined ODD
would also lead to a more traceable safety case for ADS validation. The continuous extension of the ODD for a specific ADS would then also be anchored in a process. Hence,
such a virtual validation framework enables various safety assessment approaches to be
used. A concrete example is the usage of a framework in the effectiveness assessment
of safety measures in automated vehicles, as defined in [72]. Another usage concerns
achieving the coverage of a given ODD-utilising simulation or for executing sensitivity
1
analysis and therefore optimising scenario
parameters for later usage in validation approaches [73–75]. Starting with an ADS with a given target ODD in which it needs to
operate safely, the parameters of the ODD (using specifications such as those defined
in [34]), as well as potential disturbances inside this domain, are described. A comprehensive overview and an explanation of possible disturbances categorised for the different
subsystems of an ADS are given in [13]. These disturbances, in combination with the ODD
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parameters, are used to define concrete scenarios. Once the concrete scenarios are derived,
a credible simulation framework must be made available, including the specific subsystems
verified for the given ODD. In combination with verified subsystems (especially sensor
models and environment simulations) for a particular ODD, which are a prerequisite to be
used in the overall simulation framework, the extensive use of virtual testing for the safety
assessment of ADS in a given ODD becomes possible. This framework is then used to
simulate these scenarios. At the same time, an evaluation of the results is carried out with
various specific key performance indicators (KPIs) to determine if a particular scenario
succeeded or failed. This concept will be explored in future publications using the findings
presented in this article—most prominently, the virtual validation framework—as a basis.
To conclude, the contributions provided in this article—most prominently, the virtual
validation framework and the introduced approach for ODD-driven ADS validation—offer
multiple practical applications for future usage. Using these as a basis for a scalable testing
method (such as virtual testing) enables the validation of ADS in ever more complex ODDs.
This approach can be exploited during the development and testing of ADS, but, more
importantly, during such systems’ homologation and certification phase. Such use cases
will also be explored in future research.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ALKS
AD
ADS
ACC
TP
OEDR
ODD
FOV
DOF
UN
V2X
ICOS
XIL
KPI

Automated lane-keeping system
Automated driving
Automated driving system
Adaptive cruise control
Traffic participants
Object and event detection and response
Operational design domain
Field of view
Degree of freedom
United Nations
Vehicle-to-X (e.g., infrastructure)
Independent co-simulation
X-in-the-loop
Key performance indicators
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